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NEW MEXICO LOBO

WANT ADS

•'
I

r

HELP WANTED: 3 female students to
work 4 hours per day. $1.65 per hr.
after training, Call 268-9972.
ROOM&BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM? Try this for
living. 20 meais a week, color TV, maid
and linen service for college students.
The College Inn, 308 Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 243-2881."
-

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4 drawer liJi=·ng-cab~ln:-et.-:-4""'-&-:-::"
x 15" x 2611• Excellent for class notes or
JW!t ahont anything, Phone 266-1669.
l/8-12.
•

.'
I

UNITRON TELESCOPE, excellent 2.4"
refractor. Original cost $150., now $100.
CaD 842-1895, Lee Dawson. tbru 2/5.
COLLEGE INN Contract at a discount.
CaD 243-7«0 liiTWTF 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED •A.PT, UtiUtiea Paid. $55.00
month. 1609 Silver SE. 243·1086.
LOST
GIRL's SUver ol: Turquoise Ring. In the
new Library-first lloor ladies' room.
Loot on ;ranuar:v 5 Jlt 1 :40 p.m. Phone
2-&8-5438 evenings, Please. Reward.

Workshop Includes
American•s Music
Works by an American will be
added to the repertory of the
UNM Opera Workshop for the
first time this month.
Two operas by contemporary
American composer Gian Carlo
Menotti - "The Death of the
Bishop of Brindisi" and "The
Medium"-will be perfo_rmed at
8:15 p.m. Jan. 11 through 14 at
the UNM Recital Hall.
Tickets for the performances
are $1.50 for general admission
and 75 . cents for students, and
are available at the box office in
the UNM Fine Arts Center.

.EXPLOSIVE!
A. LURID STORY
.
.

OPEN 2 PM

2:20 ~ 3:50 • 5:30
7:00 .. 8:30. 10:00
~=.

I

j

FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
If You Have Books You Do Not Want to Keep

·NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates ....:_ $4.50 per year
. $2.25 per semester

Check Their Value

Vol. 71

Thursday, Janpary 11, 1968

Despite Opposition, Carmichael Still to
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Despite strong opposition from
-numerous city residents and at
least one formal protest from an
Albuquerque civic organization,
controversial black-power advocate Stokley Carmichael is ~>till
tentatively scheduled to speak on
the UNM campus Feb. 21.
A letter released last night by
Associated Students President
John Thorson and Tom Horn,
chairman of the Speakers Committee, affirmed ASUNM's support of "free expression and interchange of ideas."
". . . The Associated Students
does not condone the actions or .

We maintain lists and buy books.every day the store is open. If the book is a
current.edition, and we have a commitment from the teaching department
that the book will be used again, we will pay

50%

OF.THE LIST PRICE

If the book is a current edition, but not in use at the University of New Mexico,
we normally pay 25% of the list price.
If the book is on old edition, sf!]rt yourself a library. The book is worth more to
you than it is to anyone else.

GROUND FLOOR

NEW MEXICO UNION

Individual students finding conflicts in this examination schedule must notify instructors concerned ~
fore Jan. 16. Any student havjng more than three examinations scheduled in .any one day may notify
the instructor of the last examination listed. If notified before Jan. 16, the ms~ructor shall make arrangements to give a special examination. Contlicl8 a..riring as a result of schedubng out of the normal
hour-patterns or day-sequences most he resolved by the instructor of the off-pattern course. A faculty
member who wishes to change the examitJatio-n time of a course ·must first secure the approval of his
Dean who will then submit fomtal requ.,.t to the Registrar.

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Class Hour
Examination Day
MONDAY, JAN. 22
Mor WorF
8:30
TorTh
9:30
MorWorF
12:30
TorTh
10:30
M (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00, 7:30 PM
MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
Tu (EVENING)

TUESDAY, JAN. 23
9:30
11:30
1:30
12:30
6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
M orWorF
MorWorF
W (EVENING)
M (EVENING)

'WEDNESDAY, JAN. 2(
10:30'
1:00, 1:30
2:30
4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
Th (EVENING)
Tu (EVENING)

THURSDAY, IAN. 25
11:30
8:00, 8:30
3:30
4:00, 4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
TorTh

7:30
2:30
3:00, 3:30

Examination Time
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
.10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30·2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

FRIDAY, JAN. 26

SATURDAY, JAN. 27
Tuor Th
7:30
SAT. ONLY (ALL HOURS)

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M

• In a combined Lecture-Laboratory course, refernce is to the first lecture section Examinations In
laboratory cours)!li mr.y be given during the last week of cliLI!ses pr.,.l!dlnsr the cx~minatlon week or
during examlnat10n week at the time provided m the schedule.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
SATURDAY, IAN. 20
Modern and Classical Languages (all sections of
courses numbered below 300-time and place
.. to be apnounced by the instructor.)
·
..
.·· ··.. .
.
TQl!JSDAY.,J'AN. 23
'CHEM; 101, 1021 303, 304 (ALL SECTIONS)
WEDNESDAY.SAN.U
.
. ,
C.E. 202, 302 (ALL SECTIONS)
MUS ED 293 (ALL SECTIONS)
THURSDAY, JAN. 25
PSYCH. 101 (ALL SECTIONS)

1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM
o:30-7:30 PM
3:00·5:00 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
3:00-5:00 PM

beliefs of any speaker," the letter
said, but Stokley Carmichael fulfills the criteria used in selecting
speakers.

peak

radio. The High Noon show al.lows city residents to phone in
opinions on current issues and
events in the news.
A large majority of residems
"Freedom of speech need not
expressing
on the Carmi· be justified, The burden of proof chael issue views
voiced strong opposiis on those who attempt to deny tion to Gat•michael's appearance
it. Those who seek such desires on the UNM campus. A few callundermine. a democratic society ers said that they would take action, in the form of petitions to
more than any single speaker the
University, to stop Carmichc;ould do in an hour presenta- ael from
coming to Albuquerque.
tion," the letter concludes.
The Association for Retired
Protests over Carmichael's Persons,
Albuquerque group,
speaking engagement, sponsored will send an
to the
a
formal
by the Associated Students Speaker's Committeeprotest
and
to
UNM
Speaker's Committee, came to President Tom L. Popejoy oppos,light yesterday during Ken Dun~ ing Carmicltael's visit to UNM.
nagan's High Noon show on'KOB
Dr. Donald MacKay, president
of the Association, said, "The
members of the group voted almost unanimously to lodge. a
formal protest with UNM. Since
I was the presiding officer at the
meeting, I did not vote on the
motion and the views of the Association are not necessarily my
views."
By BILL SULLIVAN
fessor, said that pornography is
MacKay said that he personalLimits on sex were called "rub- obscenity and the types of ob- ly felt that Carmichael should be
bish" by author William Eastlake scenities he is concerned about allowed to speak at UNM. The
at a panel discussion at the Hoz- are those that apply to man's mis- formal protest will not be reuse of his fellows.
leased until after next week's
hon coffee house last night.
"Erotic realism and hard-core meeting of the Association's exEarly succ(lssful societies had
no restriction on sexual activity, pornography are nothing com- ecutive board.
Speaker's Committee chairman
Eastlake said. "Perhaps pornog- pared to people's treatment of
each other in other areas," he Tom Horn said that he had. reraphy is a recent invention-pas- said. "Violence in sex is nothing ceived a number of inquiries by
sibly a Christian invention," he to what it is in society," he con- phone about Carmichael after an
continued.
tinued. Johnson said he feels we article in the Albuquerque TribProfessor Carl Selinger of the are living "a kind of an obscene une. Horn said that he could
Law School ~alked about reasons way of life."
foresee no change in'plans at this
for suppression of pornography.
b
.
·
time
and that Carmichael was
He mentionJd religion as a factor·.,__JlQ_ )3ut;.ton sa1d that obsc~n~ty still on
the schedule of speakers.
and raised the question of whether should be used as a pos1t1ve
Dr.
Harold
Lavender, Vicesociety should agree on moral fo:;ce. Burton, a UNM student and
President
for
Student
Affairs,
t d ·d
ed1tor of The Juggler, proposed
said,
"All
of
the
procedures
res an ~r s.
.
, that some obscenity might be used
Sel~nger,
the pane! ~oderator, to combat other types of obscen- quired to bring in an off-campus
questloned the poss1b1hty of a 'ty
speaker have not yet been combook's ability to create sexual 1 •
pleted, but I foresee no changes
stimuli or anti-social acts.
Dr. Henry Weihofen, UNM law in plans and I expect all proceDr. David Johnson, English pro- professor, discussed the legal dures to be in order.
problems involved in dealing with
"I certainly believe firmly in
pornographic material. He out- the right of students to hear all
lined the extremely broad con- types of controversial speakers
cepts set up by the Supreme from all sides. I also think that
Court on the subject and discussed UNM students have enough good
some of the court's decisions;
judgment to be able to listen to
these
speakers intelligently," LavEastlake maintained that it
ender
said.
must be a "petty, small civilization that has to worry about porwere also sworn in by Bill Pickens, nography.'' He said it should not Spaghetti Dinner
chief justice of Student Court. be an issue at all and that the real
problem is the attitude of ChristSigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Sworn in at the meeting were ian churches.
will sponsor a spaghetti dinner
new senators Anne Knight, SuzElliot,
a
pastor
at
Richard
Sunday, Jan. 14 at the chapter
anne Ralls, Ray Schowers, Ross
Perkal, Cleve Seamon, Sterling Luther House, said he objected to house, 1901 Las Lomas NE. InNichols, Barbara Bennet, Mike Eastlake's setting himself up as cluded in the meal will be salad,
Cortney, Barney Paternoster, an authority on Christianity. The
Michael Cole, Robert Speer, Dale pastor stated that the function roll, main course, and drink for
of religion is to relativise values, $1. Serving time will be from 4
Fogelstrom and George Hiller.
not to sl)t absolute values.
to 8 p.m.
Other business of the meeting
included the election by acclamation of Coleman Travelstead as
president pro-tempore and the
adoption of the persent rules and
by-'laws for the '68-'69 year.

Sex Limits 'Rubbish,'
Says Panel's Speaker

associated
students
bookstOre

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SEMESTER I, 1967-88
JANUARY 22-27, 196!!

i
.i

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
No. 56

Freshmen Moiled ·
U. 'Course Oueries

Candid student reactions to
the UNM campus environment,
including issues of ~Student and
faculty quality, are among the
items of information sought
through a provocative que11tion~
naire to be mailed this week to
all freshmen enrolled in "ID 111:
Introduction to Contemporary
American Thought.''
Prepared by Dr. James C.
Moore, director of the testing
Mountaineers Meet
The UNM Mountaineering Club center, and Prof. Carl M. Selinger, moderator for ID 111, the
will meet at 7:30 tonight in the questionnaire also explores stuUnion. Final preparations for the dent attitudes toward both the no
ten-member expedition to Mexico examination-no grade policy of
the course, and its acdemic proover semster break will be made. gram.
According to Moore and Selinger, the purpose of the questionnaire is to aid in the evaluation
of ID 111, and generally to provide data for future academic
SERVICES
planning at the University.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs, experience for
Moore and Selinger believe that
students at Univ. North Carolina. ExceDent accuracy, Straight typing (term
the questionnaire affords a unique
papers etc,) 85c per page-you furnish
opportvnity for students to play
paper, Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
a role in determining the shape
nights. 242-9451.
of their own academic programs.
TYPING WANTED: 7 Yl'!f, experienee for
Because individual answers to
students nt Univ. North Carolina. Exquestions will be kept confidencellent accuracy, Straight typing (term
:Papers etc.) 35¢ per page-you furnish
tial, and will not affect an enroll:paper. Paper :furnished at one cent a
ed student's receipt of credit for
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
nights. 242-9451,
ID 111, each student-whether or
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
not he has attended class regularmakes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
ly-is being asked to respond to
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
the questionnaire honestly, con~
p.m. on Monday & thursda:v. E cl; E
Tn>ewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, .Phone
scientiously,
and individually.
243-0688.

EXICO

TEXTBOOKS

ry Puhara, Jacob Matteson and
Suzanne Brel'.IJlt.
·
Tickets for the production are
now on sale at the Rodey Theater
box office, Arrangements can be ·
made by calling 277-4402. Special
rates are available to large
groups.

~

Wednesday, JaDuary 10,1968

We recommend that you ·keep your

UNM Children's ·Theater
To Present Famous Tale
The UNM Children's Theater
will present "Hansel and Gretel"
Friday at 7:30 p.m. and will run
through Sunday with three per~
forinances on Saturday, and Sun~
day at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3
p,m.
Adapted to the stage from the
traditional folk tale, "Hansel and
Gretel" will be directed by UNM
professor Gene Yell.
The well-known tale concerns
Hansel (Frank Mangano) and
Gretel (Becky Mojica) as they
stray far into the woods one day
and find themselves completely
lost and their trail erased,
They encounter a wonderfully
frantic and frowsy witch (Susan
Stoner) whose mind seems to be
on her stomach a great deal of
the time and who lives in a gingerbread house that is not for
sale.
Members of the supporting
cast include Patricia Eaves, Ger-

______

BROADWAY'S HIT musical "Hello, Dolly," starring Dorothy Lamour, will open tonight in the Concert Hall and will run through
Saturday. The road-show engagement, which will begin at 8:16 p.m.,
has been completely sold out for all three performances. "Hello,
Dolly," David Merrick's biggest hit, has grossed more than $35 million inN orth America alone.

Senate Resolution Supports
Carmichael's UNM Speech
By YVONNE LOPEZ
A bill supporting the Associated
Students Speakers Committee
and ASUNM President John
Thorson in bringing Stokley Carmichael to UNM was passed by
Student Senate in their last meeting of the semester last night.
The bill stated the Senate's support of the Speakers Committee's

'Bishop,' 'Medium'

Two Operas Open
Workshop Today
·Two operas by contemporary
composer Gian Carlo Menotti will
be presented by the UNM Opera
Workshop in the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Center beginning
tonight and running thrqugh Sunday.
·
The operas, ''The Death of the
Bishop of Brindisi," and "The
Medium," will be presented in
English and are being directed by
Jane Snow.
"Tho Death of the Bishop of
Brindisi" is a short production
which tells the story t~f the ehil·
dren's crusade to the Holy Land.
The other, "The Medium," in~
valves a medium who believes her
own powers to be occult and concludes with a savage crime.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Subscription or general admission
tickets are $1.50 and student tickets are 75 cents.

complete authority in making
decisions to bring outside speakers to UNM.
"Although we do not necessarily
condone the beliefs, actions, or
statements of any speaker that
appears on this campus, we do
support their right to hold such
beliefs and their right to appear
at UNM," the resolution: said.
In a roll-call vote of the senators in attendan~e, 17 members
voted in favor of the bill and
three senators-Dale Fogelstrom,
Anne Knight and Suzanne Rallsabstained.
Student Senate also passed a
bill allocating $500 to the Book
Exchange Committee for the operation of the SDS-NSA Book Exchange.
The bill also stated that any
profit after operating expenses
will be reverted to the reserve
fund.
The book exchange, to be held
Jan. 22-27, will be in room 128 of
the Union. Students wishing to
sell their textbooks will · be able
to price their own books.
A third bill authorizing the acceptance of activity tickets· for
admission to ASUNM sponsored
events from all member schools
of the New Mexico Association of
College Student Governments for
ASUNM sponsored events was
also introduced,
Introduced by senators Barbara
Bennet and Coleman Travelstead,
the bill was referred to the Senate
Steering Committee for study.
Thirteen new senato1·s elected
during fall elections on Dec. 1o

Bob King Will Speak
In Union Mall Forum
The first Friday forum on timely campus issues will feature
New Mexico basketball conch
Bob King talking about tbi$
year's undefeated team.
The informal discussion will be
on the mall north of the Union
and will start at 11 :45 a.m. and
end at 12:30. Sportscaster Gene
Osbourne of KDEF and Lobo
Sports Editor Nooley Reinheardt
will ask some of the questions.
King will also answer questions
from the audience in the program.
Other futut•e guests will come
from the faculty, administration,
and student body.
The new program is sponsored
by the Alert Center.

AUTHOR WILLIAM Eastlake, right, makes a point in the panel
discussion on censorship and pornography at Ute Hozhon coffee house
last night. Other panel members included law prof(lffsor Carl Selinger,
left, and Lobo staff member Chuck Reynolds. Pornography should not
be an isue, Eastlake said, because the real problem is an unhealthy
attitude toward sex.
·
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Dr. Howard V. Finston, dean
of the UNM College of Business
Administration, said yesterday
that it is hoped that the school's
proposed doctorate program now in its final stages of development-will be put into operation
next fall along with the new $1,001,000 College of Business · Research building. ·

f·

In aboutfour months, Ja.1e lieath may learn all about
mental retardation. The hard way. _
._
.
Thirty percent; of_Amerkan .rnoth~rs never see a doctor or visit a
dink during pregnancy. ·
They're endangering the health and well.;being of their babies.
And too many of them will learn all there is to kn·ow about
the tragedy ofmentalretardation. Firsthand.
_ . G~ nu:dical tare is by no means a guarantee that a baby
wtll arnve 10 perfectmental and physical condition.
But research shows that the chances are much greater
for your baby.,...any baby-to be born normal in
mind and body if from the time you know
you¥.repregnant untilyot.lr baby's birth_-you get regular medical care.
If you're about to have a baby
or know someonewhois, write-The President's Committee . ·
on Mental Retardation~ .
Washington, D.C. 20201.
We'Ils~nd you a ftee
booklet full of helpful
·· inforination. .
·

.. ~---

1968

.

-Business Doctorate Program Planned

·•.•, ..,,

Sandia Speaker

Engineering Talks
Begin Next Week
. ~-- ..
,,

..

,.. ·.·•·

The UNM department of electrical engineering will be offering
a series of colloquia for the next
month.
Jan. 16 will feature Dr. C. W.
Harrison, Sandia Corp., to speak
on "Scattering from Imperfectly
Conducting Spheres." Notre Dame
professor R. W. Liu will talk on
"Network Theory vs. System
Theory" Feb, 6, followed by Dr.
D. T. Frazier on Feb, 20 with a
discussion of "Analysis of the
Electrical Activity from Single
Cells in the Hypothalmus.''
All are scheduled for room 201
in the electrical engineering building on campus at 3 p.m.

3 Speak Friday

Lecturers Honor
NewMedBuilcling
The pathology department of
the UNM School of Medicine will
present three guest lecturers Friday in an open symposium inaugurating the new Basic Medical
Sciences Building.
Dr. Kenneth M. Brinkhous,
chairman of the department of
pathology at the University of
North Carolina, will begin the 2
p.m. symposium with a lecture
on "Blood Clotting: Some Recent
Advances."
Dr. Hans Popper, dean for academic affairs and chairman of the
department of pathology at Mount
Sinai, New York, school of medicine will follow with a talk on
"Choleestasis.''
"Contribution of Experimental
Models to an Understanding of
the Pathogenesis of Atherosclerosis" will be discussed by Dr.
Robert W. Wissler, chairman of
the department of pathology at
the University of Chicago.
•nllllllllllkliiiPIIINIIllld&lliUAiii81!1Ll2111

A draft of the doctorate program is currently being reviewed
by the Regents and at the end of
the month will be submitted to
Dr. William McConnell, chairman Df the Board .of Educational
Finance.
The new program was approved at last May's general faculty
meeting.
Dean Finston said there is a
definite need for a doctorate program here. "We believe the program is of great importance for
economic development in this region. We feel it is entirely appropriate that the leadership of
New Mexico in the nuclear field
and in space exploration will be
enhanced by a doctorate program
at 'UNM. Such a program would
be innovative, interdisciplinary,
and scientifically oriented to such

,:lauses," he said,
"The new facilities have been
designed with careful attention
to the various requirements of an
advanced program. Included in
the new building are specially designed seminar and case discussion rooms, as well as computer
and behavior laboratories which
will serve the doctorate program,"
he added.
The two-story building will
house 54 offices for faculty members and for the Bureau of Business Research. Also included will
be the William J. Parish Memorial Library and as a special attraction the building will have its
own closed circuit TV system
with a set in every classroom.
"We are expecting the building
to be as exciting esthetically as it
is functionally. We hope it will

7:30 Tonight in Union

Miss Stretch Pants of 1968 will
be chosen by the UNM Ski Club
tonight at 7:30 in the Union Ballroom.
All campus organizations are
invited to enter one or more contestant, who must be single females and members of the UNM
Ski Club. Each contestant will be
required to turn in a 50-75 word
biographical sketch describing
her skiing history, major, and
sponsoring organization.

flu Bypassing UNM,
Health Service Says
The UNM campus has not so
far been affected by an influenza
epidemic reportedly sweeping
parts of the United States, Dr.
A. K. Young, director of the Student Health Service, said yesterday.
"We've had very few cases at
the Health Service so far, and the
general picture is very good. In
fact, flu cases are running fewer
than the normal seasonal rate,"
Dr. Young said.
The cases reported to the
Health Service have been very
mild, he said, and advised students who get sick to "go to bed
and take aspirin.''

&IIIIRII~IIIIIliiiii&2ZIIIZ£1kiiiLIISI-111111111111111111111

create an atmosphere that will be
conducive to closer relationships
between students and faculty in
the School of Business. Deliberate
plans have been made to create
space which will foster team research involving both faculty and
students," Dean Finston said.

Pace

Each girl will model stretch
pants in the contest and will be
judged on the authenticity of her
ski clothing, fit, and stage presence.
First prize includes a complete
ski outfit plus a season pass to
the ski area of the winner's
choice-either Taos, Red River,
Santa Fe, Sandia Peak, or Purgatory. The second through fifth
place winners will receive the remaining season passes.
Judges for the contest will be
Jim Boyer, Albuquerque Tribune
reporter, and Mrs. Boyer; Ben
Abruzzo, partner in the Sandia
Peak ski area, and Mrs. Abruzzo;
Harvey Chalker, owner of the Alpine Shop in Santa Fe and at the
Santa Fe Ski Basin, and Mrs.
Chalker; Larry Tew, a representative of the Purgatory Ski area,
.and Mrs. Tew; and Andre Bouelle,
·head of the Union food serV-ice.
Members of the .Ski Club will
be at a table in the Union to take
entries today from noon to 1 p.m.
Entry fee is $5.
There will be a 25 cent admission charge for the contest.

Associated Students Cuftu~al
Committee will sponsor an arts·
and crafts fair during Fiesta. Any
UNM undergraduate enrolled for
three or more hours is eligible.
Further information may be obtained from the Activities Center,
277-4406.
Patronize Lobo Advertisers

There is a dolly named Molly,
Who saw this . ad, by golly!
"12 pies for a buck,
ain't that real luck?"

She had pies /or her folks,
And more /or her blokes,
at this very /air rateand her picture was

great

Which is why Molly is jolly-no jokes

NEW YEAR'S PHOTO SPECIAL
This Week and Next Week

12 2x3 Prints of your Class Picture
for $1.00

U.NM PHOTO-Journalism 215

NoDoz®
announces
the

Broken Up?
So Charlie got drafted and Mary Ann is going to
get married! It won't be much fun fighting the
cross-town traffic at 6:30 in the morning all alone.
It'll even cost you more, too. You could catch an
extra hour of sleep in the morning and save yourself a lot of gas money if you lived at The Coll~ge
Inn. For a very modest amount, you can enJoy
collegiate living at its best and heat those car
pool blues. Why not come by The College Inn
and see why nearly 4,.000 stude~ts. in the West
. and Southwest find College Inn .hvmg the finest
anywhere.

. -~-J.-
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••• to take when it's midnight exam to help bring your mind back
and you've still got another · to its usual keen edge. Or if you've
chapter to go.
got a sleepy-type lecture to look forMidnight. That's NoDoz' finest hour.
But you should know that NoDoz can
do more than help you stay awake
when you're cramming.
For example, it you're tired or
drowsy take a couple before the

..~

advertising contributed for the public good

NEw MExico LoBo
303 Ash St. NE

ward to, or the monotony of a long
drive home, take NoDoz along for
the ride. It'll help you stay alert.
Yet it's non habitforming. NoDoz. The
scholar's friend.

243-2881

ltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l.mlllllllhllllllllllllliiiJIIIIIIII:Mlll.UlliiiiiiiiiiMIIJAI£111111111111.1111111111• •MMAIN£Hilllll
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Arts, Crafts, F-air

So she knew this deal was no folly.

1968 Miss St:ret:ch Pants
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Here we go again. Once more, in a manner reminiscent of
The Juggler fiasco-only much, much stronger-Albuquer·queans are irate over goings-on at UNM. This time, they are
protesting the scheduled appearance of militant black-power
:advocate Stokley Carmichael on campus' next month.
...Some might be tempted to say it's none of their business;
.however, it is. The University is supported by taxes paid
by residents of New Mexico, so those taxpayers therefore
have the right to inquire about anything that goes on here.
A university, to state the obvious, must by definition be a
pla~e where students are free to be exposed to all viewpoints.
This presumably includes the right to hear viewpoints as
radical as Carmichael's. So long as the law allows Carmichael to speak in the United States, there is no reason
why he should not be allowed to speak on a university campus, supposedly the most open-minded of environments.
Any consideration of this newest fracas must include a
recognition of the part KOB radio and television have played
.consistently this year in covering controversial matters at
UNM. Following the end of football season, KOB rather
irresponsibly reported unconfirmed rumors that head football coach Bill Weeks would resign. In standard journalistic
practice, unconfirmed rumors are generally not reported.
When the Juggler fiasco broke out, there was KOB in the
forefront, giving inordinate amounts of coverage to complaints which the Student Publications Board later found
groundless.
And when the announcement of Carmichael's appearance
-on campus was made, who was there to stir up the issue?
You guessed it, gentle reader. On KOB radio, a half-hour
call-in-show was devoted to a discussion of the question;
on KOB-TV, lead stories on newscasts; and the ultimate
;absurdity, a telephone poll on the question "Should Stokley
.Carmichael be allowed to speak at UNM ?" The result: 45
per cent yes, 55 per cent no. And, as everyone knows, the
results of such polls are indisputable, since it is not unusual
for one person to vote 10 or more tunes.
' One may well ask why KOB goes to such lengths to take
an interest in controversial matters at UNM when other
local radio and TV stations give nowhere near the same
volume of coverage. We can only conclude that KOB is
grinding an axe against the University because it was not
awarded this year's contract for Lobo sports coverage. Indeed, this possibility should definitely be considered next
week when officials in the athletics program decide whether
to continue KOB-TV's free rights to retelecast Lobo basketball games.
KOB's apparent attempts to embarrass the University at
every opportunity are deplorable. Indeed, one is tempted to
drag out that old cliche-muckraking-to describe it.
We can only hope that KOB will show a little more responsibility about such matters in the future. For the present, though, it's too bad that such an uproar over the Carmichael appearance started. But since it did,. The Lobo
would offer this: H New Mexicans don't want to hear what
Carmichael has to say, they should stay away when he comes
to campus. They should not and must not try to censor
what we as students at UNM are to be allowed to hear; if
they do they defeat the purpose of a university and are not
worthy to have one in their name. An academically sterile
university is of use neither to students nor to the taxpayers
who apparently desire that sterility-of no use, that is, unless they wish their future leaders to lie equally sterile.
Carmichael is controversial, yes; militant, yes ; and representative of a facet of our society to which students should
be exposed, yes. If the citizens of New Mexico feel that his
mere appearance on our campus will poison the fabric of
their society, then it probably deserves to be so poisoned.
· To paraphrase an old left-winger, citizens of New Mexico,
open your ears and your minds ! You have nothing to lose
but your ignorance and bigotry.
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Bema

By BILL SULLIVAN
How do I feel about it? Let'~
go for hot pursuit or let's bomb
the hell out of Hanoi or allow
Chesty Pullet to put his star
back on and lead a land attack
against the North, No. I sit in
my comfortable chair at the airport and I read the message:
BAF on 029 SFO 2859689 HR
Cpl. Leroy Johnson wjescort
csgd Roberts Mortuary, Centerville, Del., fwdg OjB 52/12 138/
12.

* * *

In plain English it simply
means that the human remains of
Cpl. Johnson .are being shipped
home for burial. I never met Cpl.
Johnson but because his body is
traveling with a military escort
I assume he was killed in Viet
Nam. It makes me sad, How old
was he? Maybe 20 or 21 ? How
are his folks taking it?
What were his ambitions, his
desires, his hopes? Was he drafted or did he volunteer? It doesn't
matter because Cpl. Leroy John-

Let's Finish the Job
in Viet Nam

son is dead. He waB probably an
average American boy. Maybe he
went through high school and a
year of college and then joined
the service. It doesn't matter.
~

* *

I haven't thought too much
about negotiations, escalation,
hot pursuit, UN involvement,
Australian or Korean participation-maybe I should, but I just
keep thinking about Leroy Johnson. And I think about the other
human remains messages I've
seen-! don't remember the names
but there have been a lot of
them.
It makes me wonder what the
hell it's all about. Why are these
kids getting killed? How many
more will be killed? Leroy Johnson probably didn't resist the
draft and he probably didn't oppose the war. He just went to
Viet Nam and got killed like a
good soldier.

* "' *

And then I say to myself,

President Johnson, are you just
going to let thse kids go on getting killed or are you going to do
something about it? I don't have
any answers--just a lot of questions. Who is going to answer
for the d~th of Cpl. Leroy Johnson? The people of America have
a right to know. So far no one
has been able to come up with a
good reason for letting Leroy
Johnson get killed. We have an
obligation to the Vietnamese people.

* * *

Okay, let's fulfill . it instead of
going half way. Let's finish the
damned job. We have an obligation to contain communism.
Okay, but we haven't done it yet
and it doesn't look like we'll have
it done tomorrow. If we are go.
ing to keep on letting the Leroy
Johnsons of America get killed,
let's make it count for something.
In the meantime the messages
keep coming in. Only the names
change.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ideals are being shattered, "be- series are chosen by a joint stucause something is happening, but dent, faculty, and administration
you don't know what it is, do you, committee appointed by the PresDear Editor,
Mister Jones?" as Bob Dylan ident of the University and the
President of the Associated StuOnce again white liberalism has says.
This community wants to run dents. Speakers are selected in.
come to the aid of the academic
community. Stokely Carmichael, the University to suit the old accordance with two criteria: (1)
a~ o_utsp~ken advocate of human timers and old thinkers. The an- their contribution to the social,
dignity, IS about to descend on tique idea of stopping progress scientific, and cultural thought of
the poor, helpless white youth of _ was supposed to be abandoned the time; and (2) their current
UNM. But the good parents, when birth-control pills hit the stand as an effective public figure
aunt~, uncles, etc:, of the commarket. But not in the "Land of regardless of the popularity of
mumtr are detennmed to ~ee t~at the Sun." Stopping Stokely from their ideas.
Stokley Cannichael who apthe d1ape~ se~ at the Umvers1ty speaking isn't going to do anypears
at 8 p.m. Feb. 21, 1968, in
keeps their d1ape~~ dry. .
, thing but that. There is no stopJobn110n Gym, fulfills both criAftllr all, t~e good bberals
ping the revolutionary ideas that teria.
The originator of the tenn
of the commumty know that edu- are making the white community
"black
power" has been a part of
cation isn't ~xposure to a variety uneasy.
'the
disturbances
that have shaken
?f people or Ideas, but ~ only o!le
I say, civic groups, get togeththe cities of Detroit, Newark,
Ide~, that concept bemg white er and fill your petitions against "&nd Watts. Regardless of whether
raCisl!l.
Stokely because those petitions Americans accept it or not,
It Is . another case of the old are just fuel for the fire.
Cannichael is a part of our
gener~tiOn versus th~ .new one.
KOB-TV question, Nov. 6, times, our country, and our probIn bemg a severe cntlc of the 1967 "After hearing George Wal- lems.
el?er gen_eration's ways, ~ am lace'~ policies, would you vote for
Freedom of speech need not be
slightly biased. But not bbnded. him for President?" Yes-54.7%, justified. The burden of proof is
The only black people they we.l- No-45.3%. " •• , Do you, Mister on those who attempt to deny it.
come are the ones who entertam Jones'"
Those who seek such desires unthem-Bill Cosby, athletes, and
·
Joe Long dennine a democratic society
other head-bowing, feet-shuffling,
more than any single speaker
eye-dancing "Negroes.'' This isn't
could do in an hour presentation.
ASUNM Officials Back
an attack against Bill Cosby or
We remain available for addiathletes, but reflects the concepts
Scheduling of Carmichael
tional comment or explanation.
which exist collectively in the Dear Editor:
John E. Thorson
white community. This is where
President, Associated Students
As President of the Associated
the double standards and incon- Students and chainnan of the AsUniversity of New Mexico
sistencies arise.
•sociated Students Speakers ComTomE. Hom
The black man is told to get an mittee, we wish to explain the
Chairman, Associated Students
education, help himself, be a man. philosophy and procedure of our
Speakers Committee
But the moment a black man with lecture series which result in
an education tells the black peo- the appearance of such speakers
Public Representatives
ple to pull together and be proud as Stokley Cannichael at UNM.
of their color and themselves, the
lgnor Rights
It must be strongly stated that
white community screams for the Associated Students doos not Dear Editor:
blood. Racist, communist, rabble- condone the actions or beliefs of
Last week a group of Amerirouser!
any such speaker. The Associated cans of Mexican and Spanish desAlthough a great deal of white · Students does, however, support cent met in the Union. Among
youth agree with many of the and defend the free expression other issues discussed was the
principles of the older thinking and interchange of ideas.
recent apparent incriminating
generation, they don't express
Stokley Cannichael, along with statements, behavior, and activithemselves in quite the· same man- ten other speakers this year, will ties resulting from the Tierra
ner. Today's white youth would appear on campus at the invita- Amarilla incident. It is the
probably say, "I hate the S.O.B., tion of the Associated Students, group's consensus that certain inbut democracy says let him the student government for every dividuals were assumed guilty of
speak.'' The old thinkers would full-time student at UNM. These a crime before any evidence was
probably say, "Kill the S.O.B. for speakers are paid between $1500 obtained-guilty by association.
democracy.''
and $2500 for their lectures.
In our democratic American
The youth of today has been Money is derived from student society in legal circles one is invery idealistic, mainly because of fees and is included in a total nocent until proven guilty. The
fantastic inculcation process they budget approved in a student group agrees in essence with the
have been put through. Now there referendum each spring.
state supreme court order that
is mass frustration because their
Speakers for the annual lecture
(Continued on page 5)

What's Happening
Mr. Jones?
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(Continued from page 4)
cause must first be shown before
anyone can be incarcerated.
It is our express intention and
obligation as citizens to register
our extreme displeasure and disappri>val of the circumvention of
our political and judicial American system in this case. We feel
that those in elective offices should
not nominate themselves as sole
prosecutors, jury, and judge without a necessary ingredient-due
process.
We strongly believe that for
reasons which are more "political"
than legal the present political
power structure of which ,our
United States senators, representatives, and state officials are the
nucleus, has flagrantly "passed
judgments."
This behavior indicates that our
"public" representatives are not
representing their constituents,
but appear to have nullified the
existence of such things as due
process. We feel, therefore, that
they are not j~stly representing
the public in the 11tate of New
Mexico.
Must our inherent constitutional guarantees be sacrificed to benefit the entrenched few? No. Perhaps it will be necessary to replace these outspoken circumventors of our basic rights with people who will adhere to the public's
needs and established laws.
Joseph F. Silva, FrankL. Lopez,
Harold A. Martinez,
Poe Fernandez, Luis S. Torres,
Michael A. Knight, Tony Rey,
Ezequiel Lopez, A. G. Jinones,
and George A. Sais.

'Summer of Love'
Participants Sought

more comfortable-creates a self- I touch on .only a. few. The 1mperpetuating desperation in the portant point is that this decision
bureau's mentality.
was mil-de here by the local staThe damage done goes far deep- tion, and represents the sort of
er, we all know, than merely ere- decision-making that is essential
ating the "credib~ty gap.'' It is to the maintenance of our worth
tragic to note that it is the very as a society.
people who have created that
It is an example in democratic
credibility gap who have tagged option over the easier perpetuait with the name, and who now tion of self-interest, and in that
use it levitously. The news media way is realized the highest fonn
have not insisted on. the truth, of self-interest. They have realhave compromised too often, and ized, as we all should, that their
that, not politicians, has created interest is best served not by the
the "gap.''
narrow goal of immediate advanWe do not need to recapitulate · tage but by choosing to stand for
the general understanding about the more enduring values of bonthe power in mass media to shape esty among ourselves and the .
and even determine details of the right of each of us to be told the
conduct of our own lives, The truth and to demand it.
Patrick W. Bolles
power is great, and, lllidly, greatly misused for the most part.
KGGM's decision to refuse the
falsifications of uncontrolled opinion sampling methods took great
courage and rarely seen integrity.
Little need be said about the multifold ways in which these phone::
polls are unreliable samplings
(and were they reliable, they
would still be inconclusive).
Several local citizens have written letters to the paper detailing
the fallacies, and I feel sure that
even the people who listen interestedly to the poll results know
that they are farcical. My wife
once voted ten times for an issue
she.felt strongly about. I'm sure
the poll masters feel these instances randomize themselves, but
they do not necessarily, and that
is the point.
KGGM's position was taken
with no attempt to portray themselves in a righteous posture, and
that is the more to their honor.
The issues involved are broad and

Dear Editor:
A very rare and very important
kind of courage was demonstrated here in Albuquerque recently
by the news editors of the local
CBS Television affiliate, KGGM.
They have taken a public stand
against the use of television
phone-calls on public sentiment
surrounding major current issues. In doing so, they have knowingly set themselves in opposition
to popular taste and probably
realize that they will lose some
viewers.
The act is important as an example of the rare choice made by
news media for integrity and
honesty to principles of truth as
regards their obligations to the
society. Too often, a choice by
news media for less than truthbecause it is more profitable or
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Dear Editor:
I would like to get in contact
with any college students who
spent time during the summer of
1967 (the "Summer of Love") in
any of the hip communities such
as Haight-Ashbury or the East
Village.
I am attempting a scientific
evaluation of the experience and
request any students who would
like to take part in this study to
please send their name and address to:
Arthur Bolter, M.D.
20003 Lake Chabot Road
Castro Valley, Calif. 94546
Since this is a private study,
the names will not be given out
to any individual, organization, or
agency.
Arthur Bolter, M.D.

KGGM Stand Applauded

'

J

Gowns • , • gowns ••• gowns! Dreamy
Spring creations gorgeously colorphotographed in the volare mood of
Italy's Venice and a quartet of romantic towns. Picture yourself-page
after page-lovely in lace and ivory
lin~n. In orgunza and silk satin.
Pique, chiffon and peau de soie. Then
hum through a thoughtful guide to
choosing just the right music for your
wedding. Dream over the picture·
splashed feature on hideaway honey·
moons in Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the
Poconos. The new February/March
Modern Bride also gives you neat 'n
easy decorating tips ... gift suggestions
••• cooking pointers ••• beauty hints
••• appliances and table settings .••
plus where to find all the whatever's
you need for your wedding and after.
For your special day, the special mag·
azine ••• Modern Bride. On your
newsstand now.

Mf~i Doll Coiffure

1/3 OFF
RE&ULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE

UNM Student Discount
on Everything
e Award Winning
Stylists
To Serve You
• Open Mc~mdaysl
e After Class
Appointments

CONFIRMED
any flight, any day, including HOLIDAYS

Frosted Hair
Is IN This Winter

UNLIMITED TRAVEL

Stylists

anywhere within the TTA six state domestic system

Mr. Robert Sandoval
Miss Lana Allison

YOUTH FARE ID CARDS-JUST $3. ~~R
TTA Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young adults, 12 to 22, and
are good on most other airlines.
' ..

Miss Linda
3714 Central S.E.

256-3793.

nA Also Honors Youth Fare Cards From All Other Alrllnee,

CLIP•THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY:

the Doily Double Lounge
and Heritage ·Room
Tom and Dick Abrams, Your Hosts

Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio

I

6614 Central SE- Across from tbe Fairgrounds - 268-7763
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I
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Accounting Department, TTA
P. o. Box 60188
Houston, Texas 77060

Application For Youth Fare ldentificati'Dri
(PLEASE PRINT)
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EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDl

DAVE CULVER, NO. 11, WILL be the replacement for ailing Ron
Sanford much of the game against Wyoming here Saturday. If he
plays at alJ, Sanford will see very limited action. The 6 foot 6, 205pound Culver started the game against New Mexico State in place
of big Ron· and had several key rebounds and six points. (Lobo photo
by Bob Pawley)

I
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· Daniels Sparks East
Long-J ump Ch am pion
To All-Star Victory
Will Be Triple Threat ~;ti;~ ;:~~;n:t:

Bouncing Bobby Beamon, the
hottest athlete on the indoor track
circuit, will compete in Albuquerque Saturday, Jan. 27, in the
Jaycee's fifth annual invitational
indoo1• track meet at Tingley Coliseum.
Beamon's wins this year in the
long jump at Mobile and San
Francisco make him an odds-onchoice to make t1te U.S. Olympic
team,
Beamon won at Mobile with a
26'-4%/'leap a.nd improved to 269-%, at San Francisco. In each
case he beat Ralph Boston :and
· the remainder of the talented field
by nearly two feet. At San Francisco, he established a Cow Palace
record, bettering the existing
mark set by Russia's Igor TerOvanesyan. For this performance,
he was voted the meet's Outstanding Athlete.
He is the American indoor long
jump champion and record holder. Before the indoor championships at Oakland last year, he
had improved his best to 25 1-811
and nobody was prepared for
what happened on his second
jump.
Flashing down the runway with
his 9.5 speed, he hit the board
perfectly and went higher than
usual with his 6-5 high jump
spring. His jump was 26'-lllh",
only half an inch short of TerOvanesyan's world indoor record.
Beamon is a threat to establish a .new indoor mark at Albuquerque. Albuquerque's lightning
fast runway is coated with the
same rubberized material as Oakland.
However, Beamon fouls often.
At Fresno last May, he fouled
out, and he barely missed fouling
out in the National AAU outdoor
met. But he has been over 26
feet many times since his 26'111h" indoors. He leaped 26'7%" at Modesto and won major
relay crowns at Compton and Mt.

--

~

San Antonio. Beamon reached 26'·
611 to press Ralph Boston in the

Pan-American Games. Bobby defeated both Boston and England's
Olympic Champ Lynn Davies in
the Americas vs. Europe meet,
jumping 26 1-4%".
Beamon is slated for triple duty
at Albuquerque for the University
of Texas-El Paso by Coach Wayne
Vandenburg. Besides being entereli Ia """ wug JU•IIP 1 ne Wtll cum•
pete in the triple jump, where he
has a best mark of 51'-8%". If
the talented Beamon is not too
tired after these two events, he
will run a leg on the UTEP's
crack mile relay team.
What's a true Western Athletic
Conference football fan? One who
sees No. 82 cavorting on the cover
of a television section highlighting the bowl games and immediately identifies him as Wyoming
end Gene Huey. (Note for the
uninformed: USC's 0. J. Simpson
wears No.

half, to hel{l the East to a 126120 win over the West in the
American Basketball Association
All-Star game Tuesday night,
Mel is sixth in scoring and the
leading rebounder in the newlyformed ABA.
He finished school at UNM last
year, shattering many school records, and says he hopes to have
1000 points and 1000 rebounds in
his rookies year in the ABA.
Billiards

::+-.~

~"' Rack 'n Rail

Billiards
•
•
•
•

Wholesome Atmosphere
Plush Carpeting
Free Instruction
Cues for Sale
Open Sundays and Holidays

6615. Menaul NE

255-3056

Across from Coronado Center

ART

UPPLIES
comii IDmii

A.tl kinds

HOU~E PAINTS • GLASS • AUTOMOTIVE PAINH

1515 Central NE
{among others)
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Wolfpups Spice Case Scene

Sun
Devils
Down
UNM6 I
ropp ers
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Seniors Graduating
If you are graduating at the end of this semester

r,·clcet p,·clc-Up
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Wyoming's Dodds
Showing Promise
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Varsity Beauty Parlor

PICTURE
FRAMING

you may have your copy of the Mirage mailed to
you. Arrangements may be made at the Student
J

Publications office, 1oumalism building, room

Senior Debate Tearn
Wins 4at Touney

By CHARLES WOOD
smalles point output of the year. points to lead the Thunderbird
HOBBS-A funny thing hap- Long only got 30.
attack. Located just outside '
pened at the Las Cruces high
The Wolfp1;1ps' quick, sizzling Hobbs, N.M. JC is a "feeder
The UNM senior debate team
school gym last Saturday night. guard fr~m P1ttsb~rgh, Pete Gib- school (which serves the same
of
Wally Melendres and John
No, it wasn't the Lobo-Aggie son, talhed 30 pomts also to tie purpose as a baseball farm club)
Defending
NCAA
heavyweight
Pound
chalked up four victories
basketball game as you might for game scoring honors with for New Mexico State.
wr~stling champ Curly Culp of and two losses in the recent Redhave guessed. The · incident oc- Long. Al'?uq~erque Highland's
The W olfpups host the same
curred, strangely enough in one Ken Ottem h1t for 12 points to N.M. JC Team this Saturday at Ar1zona State pinned UNM's wood •Invitational Debate Tournof those proliferating ' sorties ~oun.d out Wolfpup scorers finish- 5:50 p.m. in. a preliminary to the Roger Brown Tuesday in the final ament at Stanford University.
match of the meet to give the Sun
Their victories were over teams
known as preliminary games
mg m double figures.
Lobo-Wyoming game.
Devils
a
17-14
win
over
the
Lofrom
Stanford, American UniverNew Mexico Junior Coll~ge
NMJC's talented Elmer Singlebos.
sity of Washington, D.C., Bellarwith just 1~ minutes to go in th: tary from New York scored 2~
Brown has been a Lobo stand- mine College of Kentucky and
gam~, was down 43-42 to the New MlllllllliiiiiiHIIIIIIIUIIIIIIHIIIIIHI~NIIIIiiiiiHIJIRII!IIIIRIUHIIIHIWIIIIIIIIDIIHIINU/fl
out all year. Culp, making hfs Whittier Col1ege. They lo~t to
Mex1co State :freshmen. The score
first appearance of the year, pin- Redlands University and Loyola
W?n't i~press you at. first, but it
of Los Angeles.
ned
the Lobo grappler in 1:11.
m1ght 1f you know that many
Other New Mexico winners
. Robert Dick, director of forenpeople regard the unbeaten Agl
.I
were Curtis Wilson at 123 co- SICS at UNM, represented the unigie frosh as p~obably the best
captain Bill Kirby at 152 ' Jim versity faculty at the tournament
freshman team m the country.
Gillman at 160, and Rick Ortega which was attended by such deStudents are to pick up their
The Thunderbirds were down by
DENVER - When Wyoming (by forfeit) at 167,
bate powers as Northwestern
one, 43-42, and then the sky fell tickets for the UNM-Wyoming b~sketball coach Bill Strannigan
Harvard,
Dartmouth, Universlti
on them-ten minutes later, the basketball game tomorrow begin- unveiled his sophomore crop this
of
Southern
California, Michigan
scoreboard read 77-49, Aggie ning at 8 a.m. at the ticket office season, all eyes turned to Carl
New Mexico is playing better State and University of Houston
frosh lead.
in Johnson Gym,
Ashley, the quick 6'6" forward on the road this year and Coach
The three student sections of from Denver, Colo. But another Bob King thinks he knows whov
The T-Birds weren't going to
"'
let the same thing happen Mon- seats at University Arena will be sophomore forward has been mak- "We,re not physically so rough
MR. G's PIZZA
day night when they hosted the given out on a first-come-first- ing his mark for the Cowboys in and won't be in foul trouble so
unbeaten UNM Wolfpups. Behind served basis to those with athletic a less publicized fashion.
much," he explains. "But on the
IS BACK
He's Stan Dodds, 6'4" yearling other hand we won't be as con33-82, after taking advantage of IDs. The rest of the 14,831-seat
Now At The
from Green River (population: sistent at home because we're
two technicals called on the Wolf- University Arena is sold out.
pup bench, the T-Birds managed
Any student who cannot get a 3479), Wyo. Dodds not only un- not» as tough inside as we used
Triangle Lounge
. to
to keep the score close all the tickets for the game :from the expectedly made the Cowboys' be.
way before eventually bowing Johnson Gym office during the starting team from the first of
out, 86-75, in a loosely-called con- regula'!' hours is asked to contact the season, he also has been so
effective that he leads the Westtest played at the Hobbs gym.
The Lobo.
SHE LIKES TO GO
ern Athletic Conference in field
It was the sixth straight win 1111/llllllllllflnllf/IIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIRIIIIIIIIUIIIHIIIIUIIUIIIIIHIIHIIIHIIJIJIIHIIIIIIII goal shooting with a .565 percentfor .the freshmen without a loss.
Denver has played-and lost to age.
A tight man-to-man defense comFORMAL!
Dodds averaged 16.7 points per
bined with a. collapsing zone held -BYU, New Mexico, Utah, and
Indiana's Willie Long to his Wyoming this season. Coach Troy game on last year's "best ever"
Bledsoe was asked to compare the Wyoming frosh squad, but that
four teams. "Wyoming is the best was just third best on the team.
RENTS TUXEDOS
of the four we've played," he said ·He's averaging 13.7 points this
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
(with an eye to his re-match with season (lOth in the conference)
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00
the Cowboys at Denver Satur- and also ranks eighth in freeday?). "But they're all pretty throw shooting with a .783 perclose.'' He also was impressed centage,
Meanwhile, Ashley has done all
with New Mexico's "strength" and
that
was expected of him. He
Utah's "quickness."
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-4347
rates sixth in both scoring (16.3
ppg.) and rebounding (10.6 per
game).
Fine
Utah guard Mervin Jackson
continues to lead the conference
in scoring with a 23,1 point average and in free-throw percentage
Welcomes Your Patronage
with
an
.847
percentage.
We Feature
Hundreds of
The Utes, who were concerned
Wig
Service
- Tints - Bleaches
about a center when DeWitt MenAll Major
- Latest Hair Styles yard was ruled ineligible followCredit Cards
Ph"oto· Frames
Accepted
ing
last
season,
appear
at
ease
Exceptional Hair Shaping
New Mexico's Largest
about the post now. Jeff Ockel
Close to the Unlvenity, Downtown
For Long or Short Hair
LANG ELL'S
leads the conference in reboundand the Airport.
2510 Central S.c.
(Across
Central From UNM)
ing with an 11.8 average, ranks
Where U.S. jS6 and 1·25 meet.
Across From Johnson Gym
111
Harvard
S.E.
second in free-throw shooting
242-1337
with a .828 percentage and is the
16th leading scorer with a 12.1
average.
Another Runnin' Redskin, forward Lyndon MacKay, is the only
player to rank in all four individual categories. MacKay ranks
12th in scoring (12.8), ninth in
field goal percentage (.492), fifth
in free-throw percentage (.804),
and seventh in rebounds (9.3).
Senior guard Ron Nelson, the
only holdover starter from last
year's New Mexico squad which
went to the National Invitational
Tournament, ranks second to
Jackson in scoring with a 20.0
average.
Utah's starters hold down five
of the top nine positions in freethrow percentage. The Utes lead
the nation in free-throw shooting
in latest NCAA statistics released.

PRINTS

NOTICE

l>aae 7

·We hope you're not an old fashioned girl who carries carlare in
her purse "just In case.'' To put on end to mad money at the
Unlvenlty of New Mexico, the American Bank of Commerce hds
opened a campus branch to serve you. Open your own accountchecking, savings, or thriftycheck If you write loss than 25 checks
per month, Be your own perwnl Anywhere you go, you have more
than enough money to take care of your
needs. Whip out your chockbook, and show
your independence. Just step downstain at the
New Melllca Union Building, and see our
friendly tellers. You'll never have to worry
about "just In case.''

AMERICAN

159.

BANK of

·COMMERCE
T~lrd •nd Conll•l Downlown

PHONE 247·1021

Union luildina. Unitt:>lly ol New Mttfco

After 24 years of coaching,
Utah's Jack Gardner ranks sixth
among major college basketball
coaches in winning percentage.
Gardner's teams have won 634
and lost 193 for a .692 percentage
through the Redskins' game with
American Jan. 8.

Ride to the Game!
Bus Leaves Johnson Gym,

1:15 & 7:45
Returning bus load on the
west side of the Arena

Albuquerque Sunport

Patronize the Albuquerque Transit Syste~

.
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nglish Teachers
To Gain ,ractice
In Intern Program

Meteorite Authority Speaks
Recent research shows that
meteors are probably about a
billion years older than our planet, a meteorite authority, Dr.
Brian H. Mason, said in a speech
here last night.
"We've obtained consistant results from radiological tests
which determined meteorite matetial to be about four and a half
billion years old," the scientist
said, "and it is now thought the
earth was formed about three and
a half billion years ago.''
Dr, Mason is the curator and

Albuquerque Academy and
UNM have announced an English
teaching intern program for college vraduates.
Ashby Harper, Academy headmaster, and Dr. George)?. Springer, dean of the UNM Graduate
School, said the teaching intern
program is designed to give outstanding college graduates an opportunity to teach in a secondary
school at the same time that they
are completing work for their
master's degrees.
The teaching intern will be appointed for two years during
which he will teach on a halftime basis at the Academy. During the same time, he will spend
half-time at UNM on graduate
work leading to a master's degree
Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM presiin English.
dent-elect,
told. the Albuquerque
A stipend of $3000 for each
Downtown
Association
last night
school year will be paid the teachthat
the
future
of
UNM
and Aling intern by Albuquerque Acaare
intimbuquerque's
downtown
demy and he will be provided with
·
ately
intertwined.
a full tuition scholarship at UNM.
"Future problems and opporDeadline for applications is
tunities
for both call for joint
Jan. 25. Application forms may be
consideration
and planning," he
obtained from Ashby Harper, Alsaid.
buquerque Academy, Box 3588,
Dr. Heady, spealting at the
Albuquerque.
Downtown
Association annual
The internship will begin next
fall.

supervisor of the division of
meteorites at the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D.C.
He has been involved in agedating processes on meteorites
using uranium-lead, potassium.
argon, and rubidium-strontium
tests. Results of these tests when
compared with tests of the age
of the earth seem to sustantiate
the theory that the planets were
formed from conglomerations of
space debris rather than from
spin-offs of the sun.
Elements found in meteorites

Downtown Association

was another topic which Mason
included in his lecture.
"We can see evidence that at
one time there was plutonium in
the space debris," he said. "There
is no evidence of plutoium· in the
earth's structure although the element bas been created in nuclear
reactors.''
The evidence of plutonium and
other short-lived elements was
discovered through the, use of a
special · etching process on the
crystal structures in meteorites.
Dr. Mason has written an article on meteoritic research which
· was published in the December
edition of American Scientist.
Earlier in the day, Dr. Mason
visitedtheinstitutebfMeteoritics
as UNM and viewed ~he worl~'s
largest stoney meteorite on dls-

• •ty- c•t:
I y probl ems
Un•versl
DiSCUSSedbyUNM'sl-leady pbyh~.

WANT ADS
SERVICES
rYPJNG WANTED: 7 yrs. experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Excellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.} 35c per page-you :lurnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. I'refer you eaU Tne. or Tburs
nights. 244-9451.
•
TYPING WANTED: 7 Y1'8· experience for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·
cellent accurscy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 35¢ per page-you furnish
paper. Paper fnrnisl•ed at one cent a
s~eet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
mghbi. 242-9451.
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, &II
makes. 20 percent discount -with this ad
Free pickup and delivery. Open until g
p.m. on Monday &: thul'l!day. E &: E
Typewriter Service, 221~ Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
HELP WANTED: 3 female students to
-work 4 hours per d&Y. $1.65 per hr
after training. Call 268·99~2.
•
ROO:M&BOARD
"T~NSFERRING to UNM t Tl'Y this for
livmg. 20 meals a -week, color TV, maid
and linen service for eoJlege studelits.
The College Inn, 303 Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 243-2881!'
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4. drawer filing cabinet. 4'4"
:x 15" x 26". Excellent :for c1aaa notes or
just about anything. Phone 256·1669.
1/8-12.
UNITRON TELESCOPE, excellent 2.4"
refractor. Original coot $150., now $100.
Call 842-1895. Lee Dawson. thrn 2/5.
COLLEGE INN Contract at a discount.
Call 21:1-~440 :MTWTF 1 :00 to 2:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED APT. Utilities paid. $65.00
month. 1609 Silver SE. 243-1086.
LOST
GIRL's Sliver & Turquoise Ring. In the
new Librsry-first lloor ladles' room.
Loot on Je,nuary 6 at 1:4.0 p.m. Phone
2-43-5438 evenings, please. Reward.
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listen to KUNM
MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK
Now At The
Triangle Lounge

Course Planned
In Nuclear Energy
A new course in the natural
,sciences and humanities, "Applications of Nuclear Energy," will
be taught here next semester.
This course, offered by the department of nuclear engineering,
is especially appropriate for residents of New Mexico. It is designed to acquaint the non-technical student in the humanities
with nuclear energy and its
peaceful applications.
Texts for the course will include a number of booklets published by the United States Atomic Energy Commission, written
for the layman, and a textbook,
"Radiation an dLife," by George
E. Davis of Iowa State Univer•
sity. The course will be taught by
Dr. Robert L. Long, assistant
professor of nuclear engineering.
The course is designated as NE
230.
The only prerequisite is high
school algebra.
The material will be presented
through a variety of visual aids
and demonstrations. A number of
AEC motion pictures will be
shown and tours of the UNM Nuclear Reactor and Sandia Laboratory Reactor Facilities will be
arranged. The course carries
three credit hours.
The course has been approved
as a natural science elective for
the Colleges of Education and
Fine Arts.
It will be taught for the first
t.ime during the spring semester.
Class timi'S are from 3 :30 p.m.
to 4 :20 -p.m. on :M:ondays1 Wednes•
duyf., and Fridays.
In detailing the developments
in the field of nuclear ertergy, the
socio-economic consequences of
various activities will be included,
and the results. of Project Gasbuggy will be given special emphasis, Dr. Long said.

January

(II]
\'ety calm, very dignified.

The Hmue ttll'oo/1 CiJrner

Happy Birthday,
Black Knight

membernhip dinner, said that hving a large university in a large
city presented much opportqnity
for interaction. He mentioned
that research projects community
services of the Bur~au of Busness Research, career training
programs and short courses already in progress, and the UNM
Research Park were being sponsored.
Three current problems for
joint University-city co-operation
were discussed by the president.
elect, including development of
the area between the University
and downtown, providing housing
facilities for married students,
and establishing convention facilities to be used by large convention groups and educational and
learned societies.
Dr. Heady said that within ten
years the UNM academic plant
'vill be at least half again as large
as it is today and noted that enrollment has doubled since 1960.
He pointed out that the University has an annual budget of
nearly $40 million with $10 million being spent by students residing in Bernalillo county.
Building contracts, payrolls and
other expenditures put the University among the top in Albuquerque's industries, Dr. Heady
said.

Off-Campus Housing
Needed Next Term
Students at UNM greatly need
off-campus housing next semester. Landlords with available
rentals can call 277-4707, said
Jim Smith, dkector of housing
at UNM.
Smith said he wants to get the
listings for next semester up to
date.
Needs include an extra bedroom for single students and full
houses for incoming faculty, married, and graduate students.

Distinguished Jurist

To Speak Tomorrow,

Charles E. Wyznaski Jr., one
of the nation's most distinguished
jurists, will lecture on "The Law
of Change" tomorrow at '7:30
p.m. in the Kiva.
Wyzanski is Chief Judge of the
U.S. District Court in Boston, a
senator of Phi Beta: Kappa, and
an honorary senior fellow of the
Harvard School of F'ellows.
The late Just.ice Felix Frankfurter of the Supreme Court described Wyzanski as "one of the
most brilliant law students I ever
had." He has lectured extensively
at universities irt the U.S. and
abroad.

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626
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Students
~udge
ForenSICS
• Wdl
Tourney

UNM undergraduates or graduate students have been asked to
serve as judges for a statewide
high school forensics tournament
which will be held on campus
Feb. 2-3.
Abollt 20 judges are needed for
debate, oratory, and oral interpretation events. The tournament
will run all day Friday and Sat.
urday, but judges will not be
asked to serve all of both days.
Students interested may contact Prof. Robert C. Dick in room
201 of the Speech Annex, 1'717
Roma NE, or Howard Cowper,
room B09 of the annex.

Poetry Pess Opens

Spring Competition
The National Poetry Press has
announced the opening of its
spring competition. The closing
date for the submission of student
manuscripts is April 10.
Any student attending either
junior or senior college is eligible
to submit verse. There is no limitation as to :form or theme although shorter works are preferred.
Each pOem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet and
must bear the name ~~ond home address of the student. Manuscripts
should be sent to the Office of the
Press; National Poetry Press;
3210 Selby Ave.; Los Angeles,
Calif. 90034.

Rec Board Meeting
Associated Students Intramural
and Recreation Board will meet
Thursday, Jan. 11, at 3:30 p.m. in
the Seminar room of Johnson
Gym.
· nllan!ook ch, _ Oregon

$pKial 89 Cllllb lb.

Fremont's
-A Sflccialty Food ShopCoronado Center
298·5483

Skiers Plan Trip
To Colorado Area
During Vacation

Looking for a way to spend
semester break? The UNM Ski
Club is offering three days <1f
skiing at Purgatory ski area in
southwestern Colorado for $38.
The price includes round-trip
transportation to Durango, Colo.,
by Continental Trailways bus,
tram~portation ea~h day to and
from the ski run 16 miles away,
three nights lodging in Durango,
and three days ski passes.
Lodging costs are based on
four-person occupancy of each
room; other arrangements can be
made, however. Insurance for the
trip is available for $1.
Applications for the trip will
be available from ski club members in the New Mexico Union
from noon to 1 p.m. today.
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gaods for the Bride· to be.
Frea Wedding Plann•r book with
papel'
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Albuquerque Associati~~~~~r R e
tired Persons announced plans :;;
f
send a formal lett
the University ree~d:nft·otest toThe statemett
"d ;,Th
tion of the stude:t1 '
~ .acof Stokley C m'sh (t~e fhmng
ar tc ae
or a
5 eakin

ent

tIre~

Book Exchange Opens
Jan. 22 by Snack Bar

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
ON TIRES DO IT AT •.•

·; s;~-~

~

t_uquerque and N~w Mexico many
. befored, Vl~ newspapers,
e evlston, an radJo.
"If it is legal and appropriate
for the ~ewsp~pers and television
and r~dto- statiOns to present Mr.
Carmichael on the basis of freedom of the press, I believe it is
e~ const;;_e~~t~:~~~~t) ha~t arou~- 1egal and appropriate for the stuBut the fact is tb tiC Mexcl Cemen_ •
Mr. Carmichael
a
r. · artm- onentsthB;to bpres~nt
a s Is of freedom of
speech," the statement continued
Popejoy began the statement
by saying that he supported the
Constitution of the United States
and was especially interested in
the First Amendment to the Constitution that guarantees to every
American citizen freedom of
•
speech, press, and assembly.
"Our University students aille
The long-planned student book a starting wage of $1.15 an hour. fully qualified to make judgments
·exchange will begin operation
"We're really looking for peo- regarding any statements Mr
next to the Union snack-bar area ple like student wives to staff Carmichael may make or any
Jan. 22, says NSA Coordinator th~ excha~ge, since we'll be oper- statements attributed to him by
~teve Black, NSA is co-sponsoratmg durmg finals. Applicants n~wspapers and radio and televimg the exchange with SDS.
can see me in the NSA office in SIOn broadcasters," he continued
the Union," said Black.
T~e book exchange is designed
"We believe our students ar~
A ten per cent discount on all a sophisticated group capable of
to g1ve buyers and sellers of used
textbooks a better price. A. sam- purchases made by campus stu- making an intelligent evaluation
dent organizations in the Asso- of issues. I don't agree with any
ple transaction might be:
A student wants to sell a book ciated Students Bookstore is now of Mr. Carmichael's theories but
in effect, said Rob- Burton, Union I believe the students of UNM
f~r which the Bookstore will give
Board member.
him $5 and resell for $6.50.
have the right to bring him here
Burton said he had been talking as a speaker," Popejoy said.
At the exchange a surcharge of with Bookstore Manager A. 0.
"We should never put ourselves
five per cent will be added 'to· this Jackson for "a couple of months
in
a position of suppressing ideas
basic price (obtained from Book- in an ~ttempt to bring this about.
or
dissent," Popejoy concluded.
store lists), making it possible I can t see any reason for the
for a student to sell his book at Associated Students to make a
up· to $1..25 more tlum t;b(' Book. profit in the Books'tore," be said.
store would give hint. A book
"The situation would be just
could sell fo1• the same price :fin- like· graft if it weren't for the
ally, but individual students \~ould fact that Bookstore profits go to
pocket the profit instead of the the University. They don't revert
Bookstore.
to the Associated Students. It
"We could handle 3000 books" seemed reasonable to Jackson that
~ays _NSA Coordinator Black. these student monies, or ten per
And if the seller will settle for cent of them, anyway, could be
a five per cent profit over the better spent elsewhere. And so
Bookstore's offer, we'll be able to the discount," Burton continued.
offer buyers a 20 per cent savThe agreement, he said, covers
ing."
Greek organizations as well as
The exchange will maintain "any campus student organizacopies of the required books list tion. I'm afraid that means the
for customers 1·eference, Black necessity of an ASUNM charter
said. Additionally, the exchange for the organization, but that's
will be looking for sales help .at the only restriction we discussed.''
ment supporting the Associated
Studen~s Speakers Committee's
schedulmg of controversial black
power advocate Stokley Carmi:
chael for a speaking engagement
on campus Feb. 21.
The statement came after numerous city residents and one Albuquerque civic organization protested Cal'michael's visit to UNM

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210'THIRD NW
247-8219

; " .:;{/j~····· .
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Popejoy Issues S ~,

255 4119
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ur~HEiktUY

SCIIULTZ, an 18-year-old freshman sponsored by Cook's
"mroc store_. was c~osen as the UNM Ski Club's Miss Stretch Pants
of 196h8 last mght. M1ss Schultz modeled ski clothes in the contest and
was c: osen for the authenticity and fit of her clothing and her stage
pr~senc(Pe.hShcbwas a\varded a season pass to a local ski area as first
pnze.
oto y Paw1ey)

MOTORCYCLES

GO WITH TAE LEADER

GO
TRIUMPH
200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

Clean clothes •••
••• last longerl

For Professional
DRY CLEANING

AT
1/WctrORSPORfr
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.

call 243-5671 todayl

-:;~

PHONE 265-6531

..

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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To Be Continued
This is the last issue of The
Lobo this semester. We will
not publish during closed week
or final exams week, but our
next issue will be out Monday,
Feb. 5.

Students Ill
Dl>wntown for

·

EXICO

Purgatory

m118111HHIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIHIIIHHIIIIIIMinlllll\Mill1liMIIMillfiiWH11MlniiMI~

lography machine, ·
···
"waves" are recordad on an elec·
trocncephalogram.
The cats used in Bennett's tests
have been taught to respond to
various signals in order to receive a milk" reward. A cat is
placed in a glass-fronted box
about three feet squl\re, and soon

TH,{E(W;\S TilE SCENE at the Johnson Gym ticket offic~ yesterday
before 5 as about 35 students from Coronado and Mesa
V1sts. halls and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity prepared to camp out
all n1ght to get ch.oice seats for tomorrow night's UNM·Wyoming
basketball game.•Tickets went on sale at 8 this morning. Students
who cannot get tickets today are asked to call The Lobo office ext
420Z. (Photo by 'Pawley)
'
'
a~ternoon JUSt

